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Chapter 551 The New Director 

When Jovanni heard Trevor's question, he was angry. However, he had to find a good excuse since 

Trevor had something on him. 

 

With that thought in mind, Jovanni said perfunctorily, "Trevor, you have only been here for a short time. 

You will have a chance in the future. Our company always rewards loyal employees and Alex is one. So, I 

think he deserves the promotion." 

 

Because of the support he was getting from Jovanni, Alex puffed out his chest and stood proudly. 

 

Then, he deliberately took a detour while walking back to his seat. When he passed Trevor, he bumped 

into his shoulder and said with a sneer, "Don't be so arrogant, boy! You just joined the company. This 

industry is difficult to survive. Don't think about promotion and pay rise if you aren't capable enough. 

You shouldn't aim big when you have zero ability. You will only make a fool out of yourself!" 

 

Alex's voice was loud enough for everyone to hear. When Jovanni heard this, a sinister smile appeared 

on his face. 

 

Although he didn't dare to make trouble for Trevor, he could always use his subordinates to humiliate 

him! 

 

Trevor looked directly into Alex's eyes which were filled with malice. Then, he turned to look at Jovanni 

who was smirking and said lightly, "If that's the case, I don't have any questions. I only hope that you 

won't regret it in the future." 

 

Without caring what Trevor said, Jovanni sat back on his seat. 

 

With a scoff, he thought to himself, 'Regret? Why should I regret?' 

 

The promotion notice from the company's superiors was just a short sentence. Obviously, it showed that 

the company didn't pay much attention to Trevor's promotion. 

 

Moreover, even if something went wrong, his father-in-law and wife could solve the problem. 

Therefore, Jovanni thought that there was no need to worry about it! 

 

On the other hand, Alex became more complacent. Standing in front of Trevor and Valery, he said 

loudly, "I'm your group leader from now on. So, you have to follow my orders and work hard. Don't slack 

off..." 

 

Before he could say anything further, the door to the department was pushed open, revealing Tasha. 

Then, she walked over towards them. 
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When Alex saw her, he got so frightened that his eyes went wide. Immediately, he stood aside 

cautiously. 

 

The office was silent for a while. 

 

At that time, Tasha broke the silence as she said, "Trevor, congratulations on your promotion. This is the 

reward from the company as a recognition of your working ability." 

 

While talking, she took out a brand new medal and a stack of cash before handing them to Trevor. 

 

Seeing this, the atmosphere in the office became tense. 

 

At that time, Tasha realized that she was the only one who was applauding Trevor in the office while 

everyone was looking at her in shock. 

 

With a frown on her face, she asked, "What's wrong? Is there any problem?" 

 

Hearing this, Trevor simply shrugged and said, "Well, I'm not the one who got promotion. Someone else 

became the group leader." 

 

Of course, Tasha was pissed off when she heard it. Then, she asked, "How did that happen?" 

 

Pointing his chin towards Jovanni, Trevor replied, "I don't know. The director announced like that." 

 

As soon as he finished saying it, he folded his arms and watched whatever to unfold with an amused 

look on his face. 

 

All of a sudden, Tasha pounded on Jovanni's table and said, "I think you owe me an explanation!" 

 

In fact, this was the first time Jovanni had seen Tasha angry like this. In an instant, his face turned pale 

with fear. Then, he said hurriedly, "I'm sorry. It's all my fault. I-I misread the name. I mean Trevor hasn't 

been employed for a long time. So, I thought..." 

 

Raising her eyebrows, Tasha asked in a mocking voice, "So, you thought what? Do you think you can 

make decisions in the company?" After that, Tasha said angrily, "Forget about it! You are fired! 

 

From now on, Trevor will be the director of the department!" 

 

Tasha's words shocked all the staff in the department. 

 

Obviously, no one had expected this kind of outcome. 

 

Hearing Tasha's words, Jovanni's face turned livid. With red eyes, he said, "Miss Byrd, you can't fire me 

like that just because I made a small mistake! 



 

Besides, Trevor is just a student who has started working. He has been in the company for less than a 

month. I don't think he is qualified enough to become a director!" 

 

Hearing his words, the other employees in the office started to whisper. Some of them were nodding 

their heads from time to time, as if they agreed with Jovanni. 

 

If Tasha didn't give them clear explanation today, these employees wouldn't follow Trevor's lead 

willingly. 

 

Seeing the reactions from the other employees, Jovanni was satisfied with the result of his speech. 

 

Because of the status of his father-in-law and his wife, no one dared to disrespect Jovanni in this 

company. 

 

Even if it was Miss Byrd, she would have to think it over! 

 

However, Tasha also seemed to know what Jovanni was thinking. Casting a cold glance at him, she said 

in a deep voice, "Today, our company's appraiser, Rowell colluded with others and set up a trap to 

swindle money from our company! 

 

Dozens of people were deceived by Rowell. Trevor was the only one who could identify the fake and see 

through their scam. If it weren't for him, the company would have lost more than two million dollars! 

The most important thing is, he saved the company from the immeasurable reputation loss and brought 

Rowell to justice! 

 

With the wisdom, courage, dedication and executive power Trevor has shown, I am sure that he is 

qualified to be the director." 

 

Her words caused an uproar in the office. Suddenly, everyone looked at Trevor as if he were the god. 

 

On the other hand, Jovanni's face turned deathly pale instantly. 

 

After all, his backer had collapsed this time. 

 

It meant he was going to be doomed too. 

 

Suddenly, he regretted for provoking Trevor. None of this would have happened, if he didn't provoke 

him. 

 

However, Tasha didn't even give Jovanni time or chance to regret. Immediately, she waved her hand 

dismissively and said, "It's settled then. Hand over your work to Trevor and get out of here right now, 

Jovanni! 



 

Starting from today, Trevor is the new director of the publicity department!" 

Chapter 552 An Arrogant Internet Celebrity 

Just like that, Trevor was promoted to the director position immediately. 

 

Although everything happened suddenly, he wasn't afraid at all. 

 

When Trevor became the director, the first thing he did was dismiss the staff who followed Jovanni 

including Alex. 

 

After that, he stood in front of everyone and said, "The position for the group leader is still vacant. So, 

everyone has a chance. The assessment will be based on the work performance of the next month!" 

 

Tasha was satisfied with the way Trevor dealt with two important issues. 

 

Judging by his performance, Trevor deserved to be the son of the real top clan. Although he had never 

been a department director in a company before, he could adapt to the position in a short amount of 

time. 

 

At this rate, it wouldn't be hard for Trevor to become successful in this field. 

 

After making a brief summary, Tasha left the publicity department with her heart filled with content. 

 

When Tasha left, Valery came over towards Trevor and reported, "Mr. Sanderson, I have something 

important to report you. 

 

Actually, we have invited an Internet celebrity to promote the company's image. Jovanni was in charge 

of it. 

 

The celebrity will come tomorrow to sign the formal contract according to the agreement." 

 

With a nod, Trevor said, "Okay then. When the time comes, you can receive him first and I'll meet him in 

person." 

 

The next morning, Trevor came to the company early. 

 

In fact, he came so early to sign the contract and show his sincerity to work. 

 

However, the Internet celebrity didn't arrive at the appointed time. 

 

When the clock struck ten o'clock, the man finally arrived at the company. 

 

He was wearing a pair of sunglasses and a fashionable jacket. He walked into the company arrogantly, as 
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if he owned this place. 

 

The celebrity's name was Dino Wheeler and he had an arrogant personality. He was rebranded by his 

agent company as a trust fund baby who always flaunted his wealth. 

 

Once Valery met him, she immediately took him to the office. 

 

When they got into the office, Dino sat down and leaned against the back of the chair while putting his 

legs on the table. After that, he pointed at his shoulder and said to Valery arrogantly, "Hey, come and 

massage my shoulders. Can't you see that I'm tired?" 

 

Hearing this, Valery froze as she didn't know what to do. 

 

Since Dino was a client of the company, she didn't want to irritate him by disobeying him. 

 

When Valery didn't move, Dino scolded her in a loud voice, "Are you deaf? I am telling you to come over 

and massage my shoulders!" 

 

At that time, Trevor, who came to discuss about the contract, was already at the door. When he heard 

Dino's words, a frown appeared on his face. 

 

This Internet celebrity was acting really rude. 

 

In an instant, Trevor walked into the office and said to Valery, "There's no need for you to massage his 

shoulders, Valery. That's not your job." 

 

Hearing this, Dino got angry. He pounded the table and said, "What the hell is wrong with you?" 

 

Then, he pointed his finger at himself while saying, "Don't you know who I am? Can you take 

responsibility for delaying your company's big business?" 

 

Of course, Dino thought that Trevor was an ordinary employee. 

 

After threatening Trevor, Dino crossed his legs on the table and snapped, "Stop the crap. Now, come 

over and massage my legs. If you don't, I will tell about what you did to Jovanni. When that happens, 

you won't be able to stay in the company any longer!" 

 

When Dino mentioned Jovanni, his attitude changed a bit. 

 

In fact, Dino also needed this opportunity to become popular again. 

 

The truth was, his popularity was so low recently and some fans even left. 

 

Looking at Dino, Trevor didn't even want to give him any chance. 



 

If someone who had a bad personality like him cooperated with the company, he would only bring 

discredit to the company. 

 

With a snort, Trevor said coldly, "Well, unfortunately for you, I'm the director of the publicity 

department now!" 

 

Once Dino heard Trevor's words, his hands trembled with fear. 

 

The sunglasses slid down from the bridge of his nose, making him look particularly funny. 

 

Chapter 553 Kick Him Ou 

"Wow, you are the new director? 

 

I really didn't know it because you look young. Please forgive me for being rude!" 

 

As Trevor was so young, Dino didn't take him seriously at first. Who would have thought that Trevor 

would be the director of a department at such a young age? 

 

Immediately, his tone changed. He wasn't as arrogant as before. 

 

However, Trevor no longer had a good impression of Dino. Without hesitation, he ordered Valery, "I'm 

going to make a new plan and change the spokesperson." 

 

Immediately, Valery replied, "Okay, Mr. Sanderson. I'll inform everyone right away." 

 

Obviously, she didn't like Dino either. Now that she got the support from Trevor, she was braver than 

before. 

 

On the other hand, Dino was anxious. After all, this was his opportunity to cooperate with the Byrd 

family. Moreover, he had given a certain amount of bribe to Jovanni to get this chance! 

 

At that time, Dino demanded, "I want to see director Jovanni! He is the one who is responsible for our 

cooperation. You have no right to do whatever you want!" 

 

Hearing this, Trevor said coldly, "Well, too bad. I'm in charge of this matter now. So, if I want to cancel 

this plan, I'll cancel it. Stop making a fuss here or I'll call the security to kick you out!" 

 

Hearing this, Dino glared at Trevor and stayed rooted in his place. He looked as if he wasn't going to 

leave the place until Jovanni came. 

 

With a shrug, Dino said, "I'm sure you are lying. You guys are just ordinary employees. I am going to wait 

here until I see director Jovanni." 
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Of course, he didn't want to believe this. As an Internet celebrity, this was a great opportunity for him to 

become the promotion ambassador. 

 

This opportunity would have a great impact on his career. Therefore, he couldn't miss it! 

 

Shaking his head, Trevor sighed and said, "Well, if you want to see Jovanni, go and find him by yourself." 

 

In fact, Trevor didn't want to waste his time on talking with this idiot. 

 

Therefore, he turned to Valery and said, "Call the security guard to drive him out of here!" 

 

With a smile on her face, Valery said, "Okay, Mr. Sanderson." 

 

Only then did Dino believe that Jovanni was indeed fired. 

 

In an instant, he changed his arrogant attitude and grabbed Trevor's elbow before begging, "M-Mr. 

Sanderson, I was wrong. Please give me another chance. I really can't miss this opportunity. 

 

I'll do whatever you tell me to do. I will even pay you the double of what Jovanni asked for. Please give 

me a chance." 

 

However, without caring what Dino said, Trevor directly asked two security guards to drive him out of 

the company. 

 

Just like that, Dino was thrown out. Once he got outside, he spat at the door and cursed, "You bastard! 

I'll teach you a lesson. I will beat you up! Just wait and see!" 

 

In fact, he blamed Trevor for ruining his career and wealth. 

 

At that time, he took out his phone from his pocket and dialed a number angrily. 

 

Then, he said, "Hey, Julio, send some of your men to me right now. I have to teach a brat a lesson!" 

 

He wasn't going to give up without letting Trevor pay a heavy price! 

 

Not knowing what the other party was planning, Trevor was busy with his work. 

 

Since the old plan was cancelled, he needed to arrange a new one. As a director, it was his duty now. 

 

However, it wasn't an easy task. 

 

Although Trevor thought about it the whole morning, he couldn't think of a good plan. 

 



In the afternoon, Trevor left the company since he had class. He was thinking about the new plan as he 

walked. Subconsciously, he walked to a quiet path. 

 

At that time, a whistle that sounded in front of him interrupted his thoughts. 

 

When Trevor looked up, he found that two hooligans with colorful bangs were walking towards him with 

playful expressions on their faces. They were standing in his way. 

 

Seeing this, Trevor frowned and turned around to leave, only to find that three people were blocking his 

path. 

Chapter 554 It Didn’t End Well 

At that time, Dino arrogantly squeezed in from behind while saying, "You bastard, I got you!" 

 

He was holding his phone as if he was shooting. 

 

With a smirk on his face, he scoffed and said, "Welcome Mr. Sanderson. I've been waiting for you for a 

long time! 

 

You are blocked in this alley. No one can save you even if you cry out for help desperately. Today, I'm 

going to teach you a good lesson!" 

 

Trevor simply raised his eyebrows as he listened to Dino's threat. 

 

If it was an ordinary person, he would definitely be in danger. However, Trevor wasn't an ordinary 

person. 

 

The hooligans who had no weapons in their hands weren't a threat to Trevor. 

 

Crossing his arms, Trevor watched the hooligans in front of him coldly. 

 

He wanted to know what kind of tricks they were going to play. 

 

When Dino saw Trevor's calm demeanor, he snorted disdainfully. 

 

Then, he logged in his live streaming account on his phone. 

 

After blurring the faces of Trevor and his henchmen, Dino started his live stream. Not long after, the 

atmosphere in the live streaming room began to heat up. 

 

There was a title with hashtag on the post. 

 

It said, "Don't miss it! Tip and gift me. I'll present you a good beating!" 
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As the title was eye-catching, it attracted a lot of audience immediately. 

 

Rubbing his hands in anticipation, Dino shouted at the screen, "Hi, good afternoon, everyone. Today, I'm 

going to teach a loser a lesson! 

 

Leave comments about how you want me to beat him. I'll beat him the way the one who tips the most 

wants." 

 

Hearing this, Trevor sneered in disgust. 

 

This man was unbelievable. Beating people according to audiences' request in a live stream? What kind 

of sick person would do that? 

 

Well, unfortunately for Dino, he chose the wrong person to mess with. In fact, Trevor had been training 

vigorously with Bradly these days. Therefore, he wanted to see his progress. 

 

On the other hand, Dino believed that the hooligans would definitely defeat Trevor. So, he continued to 

stir up the atmosphere in the live streaming room. 

 

At that moment, the first tip appeared. 

 

Seeing this, Dino shouted excitedly, "Hey, bro, long time no see. Do you want to see me kicking this 

brat's ass hard?" 

 

When he saw Trevor standing there calmly, he said with a sneer, "I'm going to kick your ass in a few 

minutes. Let's see how long you can pretend to be calm. 

 

Guys, go and catch him! Let's kick his ass hard!" 

 

As he live streamed, he kept inviting the audience to tip him. 

 

When the four henchmen received the order, the other two men behind Trevor made the first move! 

Both of them rushed towards Trevor and pounced on his shoulders, one on the left and the other on his 

right. 

 

However, before they could get Trevor, he turned around in a flash and slapped the two men in the 

face. 

 

Because of the force, the two men lost their balance. At that time, Trevor kicked at the back of one's 

knee. 

 

After that, he kicked him on the buttock, which threw him away sideways and made him fall flat on his 

face. 

 



Seeing this, Dino was furious. He didn't expect it to happen. Gritting his teeth, he glared at the other 

henchmen and said, "What are you waiting for? Go fight him!" 

 

When the other henchmen saw that Trevor defeated their buddies with just a few moves, they rushed 

over towards him. 

 

Smack! 

 

Smack! 

 

Slap! Slap! 

 

Just like that, all the four henchmen were defeated by Trevor. In the end, they were all kicked in the 

buttocks! 

 

Shaking his head in disappointment, Trevor said, "So weak!" 

 

Then, he clapped his hands as if he was patting off the dust. With a faint smile on his face, he looked at 

everyone and finally, his eyes landed on Dino. 

 

All the audience in the live streaming room were amazed at Trevor's fighting skills. 

 

"Oh my god! Is this real? The guy is really good at fighting!" 

 

"This is so awesome. I love him so much!" 

 

"Well done, bro. I've long been upset by this streamer!" 

 

To Dino's dismay, the comments kept flooding on the screen. 

 

Seeing this, he swallowed hard in fear. This didn't end up the way he wanted. 

Chapter 555 Kick His Ass 

After piling up the five men together, Trevor turned around and looked at Dino with an intense gaze. 

 

"Your turn." 

 

Dino trembled like a leaf, terrified out of his wits. Not wanting to get the short end of the stick, he 

decided to run away. 

 

"Where are you going?" Trevor dashed forward and caught up with Dino shortly. 

 

While clutching his opponent's shirt, he smiled and continued, "It's time to settle this once and for all." 
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In Dino's eyes, Trevor's smile was so menacing that he looked like the devil from hell. 

 

"Trevor, I'm so sorry. I-I was wrong. Please forgive me!" 

 

Dino smiled fawningly, but his smile looked uglier than his cry. 

 

Trevor did not take Dino's words seriously, though. Without a word, he grabbed Dino's phone and 

clicked on it. 

 

"Are you sure you didn't reveal our faces in your live stream?" 

 

He raised his eyebrows at Dino. To his surprise, their faces on the screen had been blurred out 

automatically. 

 

"I'm sure of it! Although people like this kind of live stream, we're not allowed to show people's faces, or 

it'll be very troublesome." 

 

Dino figured that this was his one and only chance to ask Trevor to let him go. 

 

Suddenly, an idea occurred to Trevor. 

 

He aimed the camera at Dino and asked the viewers, "Hey guys, do you want to see me teach this 

streamer a lesson?" 

 

What Trevor had said caused an uproar in the live streaming room. The audience immediately 

commented one after another. 

 

"Ha-ha! How the tables have turned." 

 

"Beat him! That streamer must be taught a lesson for pretending to be rich!" 

 

"Come on. Justice must be served!" 

 

As Trevor looked through the comments, he realized that Dino was actually unpopular. 

 

He had thought that Dino had a lot of followers when the truth was, they were all anti-fans. 

 

Trevor's interaction with Dino's anti-fans made the live stream more popular. 

 

Trevor narrowed his eyes in displeasure. Dino was becoming more popular, which meant more people 

would watch and pay him to do stupid things. Trevor did not want such this bastard to make money, no 

matter how little it was. 

 

At the thought of this, he downloaded the live streaming app and created a new account, which then 



attracted Dino's anti-fans. 

 

These people left Dino's live streaming room and entered Trevor's. They immediately flooded the screen 

with comments instructing Trevor on how to teach Dino a lesson according to their liking. 

 

Trevor smiled and excitedly said, "You may not have heard of me before, but this streamer asked several 

men to teach me a lesson. But, the joke is on him as I've just learned how to do it to him. Send me a gift 

and comment on how you want me to punish him. I will follow suit." 

 

As soon as Trevor finished speaking, someone tipped him right away. That person requested that Dino 

be slapped. 

 

Slap! 

 

Sadly, Dino's face was blurred and Trevor's palm print could not be seen. Even so, judging from the crisp 

sound Trevor's hand had made, the slap must have hurt. 

 

The live streaming room became popular in an instant. 

 

In the audience's eyes, the new streamer was interesting. He would do as told as long as he was gifted. 

 

Of course, there were many who thought that this was scripted. 

 

But after watching the live stream for a while, more people became invested in it and even gifted 

Trevor. As a matter of fact, almost a hundred gifts had been given to him. 

 

"Kick his ass 100 times!" 

 

The person who had just commented must be holding personal grudges against Dino. 

 

A smile tugged at Trevor's lips. Just as the commenter requested, Trevor kicked Dino down and hit him 

in the ass. 

 

Dino's scream echoed in the pathway. 

 

Soon, the live streaming room was full of people who wanted to hear Dino in misery. 

 

Trevor, however, was not bored and petty enough to count how many times he had kicked Dino. He 

only stopped when Dino's pleas for mercy became unbearable to hear. 

 

While chatting with the audience in the live streaming room, Trevor took a quick look at his watch and 

saw that it was less than fifteen minutes before his class began. 

 

"Oh shit. I'm going to be late!" 



 

He enjoyed punishing Dino that he almost forgot that he had to go to the university. 

 

Although Trevor did not feel pity for the man curled up on the ground and groaning in pain, he had 

decided to stop tormenting him. 

 

With that, he bade goodbye to the audience, ended the live stream, and hurried to his university. 

Chapter 556 Writing Self-Criticism 

Trevor was already ten minutes late when he arrived at the classroom! 

 

Panting, Trevor put his hand on the door frame of the classroom and said, "Miss Olson! 

 

I'm sorry for being late. I had an accident on my way to school." 

 

Hearing this, Emmeline Olson, who was standing on the podium, frowned and said coldly, "Trevor, right? 

You are a new student who transferred to our school recently and you are late for my first class. Don't 

you take our school rules seriously? 

 

Go to my office and write two thousand words of self-criticism. Reflect on yourself and go back only 

when you finish it!" 

 

In fact, she knew his name when she had a roll-call just now. 

 

As she was the new beautiful teacher of the Bella University, almost all her previous classes were full. 

Trevor was the only one who was late for her class which left a bad impression on her. 

 

With a sigh, Trevor nodded his head and admitted his mistake. After all, it was his fault that he was late. 

 

Once the class was over, he went to Emmeline's office. 

 

When he got into the office, Emmeline told him to sit opposite her and write. Then, she started to watch 

short videos from her phone. 

 

While Trevor was writing, he heard a voice. 

 

Hearing the noise, he stopped writing and looked up. It was coming out from Emmeline's phone. She 

seemed to be watching a video. 

 

At that time, he heard a voice, "Good afternoon, everyone..." 

 

Frowning, Trevor thought to himself, 'Why does it sound familiar? Is that Dino's voice?' 

 

As he listened, he found out about which video she was watching. 
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While watching the video, Emmeline frowned and muttered, "Why is the streamer making trouble for 

others?" 

 

After some time, she patted her chest and said with relief, "Fortunately, this young man can fight! He is 

so awesome and handsome. He fought against five men all by himself!" 

 

There was a happy expression on her beautiful face. 

 

With a grin on her face, Emmeline said, "This boy is great. He did a good job by teaching that streamer a 

lesson. That kind of bad person should have been punished a long time ago!" 

 

Trevor had a strange look on his face as he thought, 'Well, judging by the look on Miss Olson's face, it 

seems that she appreciates what I did. 

 

If I tell her that I was late because I was teaching Dino a lesson, will she let me go?' 

 

While Trevor was a little distracted, Emmeline looked up to take a glass of water. 

 

At that time, she found that Trevor wasn't writing the self-criticism letter. 

 

She looked at him and snapped, "What are you looking at? I told you to write the self-criticism letter. 

How many words have you written, Trevor? Show me!" 

 

Hearing her words, Trevor gave her an awkward smile and said, "Actually, I haven't written much yet, 

Miss Olson." 

 

Glaring at him, Emmeline snapped angrily, "Well, hurry up then. Don't think you can escape from this. If 

you can't show your remorse, I won't let you go today!" 

 

She had two totally different attitudes... 

 

Feeling depressed, Trevor continued to write his self-criticism. After all, there was no way he could 

escape this. 

 

Truth be told, Emmeline's attention wasn't on Trevor. 

 

After some time, a click sound sounded from her phone. 

 

As far as Trevor remembered, it was the sound of someone following an account. 

 

In a low voice, she murmured to herself, "Hum, why does this interesting boy only have one broadcast? 

Who on earth is he?" 

 



Hearing this, Trevor, who was writing self-criticism, raised his eyebrows. In fact, he was stunned to hear 

her words. 

 

With wide eyes, he thought to himself, 'Does Miss Olson become my fan just now?' 

 

She told him to write self-criticism and she just became a new fan of him. 

 

Thinking about it, Trevor couldn't help but shake his head helplessly. 

 

Well, what a wonderful world! 

Chapter 557 New Material Presented Itself To Him 

When he was done writing the self-criticism review, Trevor left Emmeline's office. 

 

As he left the office, he couldn't help but think back to the behavior of the beautiful teacher just now. 

Suddenly, he took out his cellphone to check his live stream account. 

 

Trevor was amazed to see his fan base soar. Many people left comments asking him for the time of the 

next live stream. 

 

Some even complained that they wanted more. They asked Trevor if he could at least make videos and 

post them even if it wasn't a live stream. 

 

Trevor was really surprised by these comments. He didn't expect that he was so popular on the Internet. 

 

While Trevor was busy reading his messages, Clarissa, who had just arrived, ran towards him. 

 

She had just learned from Trevor's classmate that he had been called in by Miss Olson for being late to 

class and she had asked him to write a self-review. 

 

As soon as Clarissa learned of this, she immediately went to Miss Olson's office, completely disregarding 

the cheerleaders' practice. In the hallway, she found Trevor, who had his head down and was browsing 

on his cellphone. 

 

"Hey, Trevor, are you okay?" She held Trevor's hand intimately and asked again, "Did Miss Olson make 

things difficult for you?" 

 

Trevor was a bit confused to see her here. However, he still politely said, "I'm fine. Miss Olson hasn't 

made things difficult for me." 

 

Clarissa shyly pulled a handkerchief from her pocket and carefully wiped the thin sweat from Trevor's 

forehead and nose. "I can't guess how hard it should be to write a two thousand word self-review. You 

should have called me so that I would help you write it." 
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Trevor tried to avoid Clarissa's hand but was unsuccessful. She continued to dab his face lightly with the 

handkerchief. She was acting so intimate that she was almost leaning against him. 

 

Her soft, full breasts ended up pressing against Trevor's body, while her long curly hair fell close to his 

neck. Meanwhile, her lovely scent fills her nostrils. 

 

Trevor lowered his head in embarrassment and his eyes fell on Clarissa's voluptuous breasts and 

enthusiastic face. 

 

He immediately looked away. 

 

'Don't forget that Luisa is waiting for you!' Trevor warned himself in his heart. 

 

"Clarissa, you should leave now. We are right in front of the teacher's office. It's not appropriate for us 

to talk here," Trevor ultimately said. 

 

Clarissa felt aggrieved by what Trevor had just said. She peeked at the teacher's door and asked, "What 

about you?" 

 

Trevor smiled slightly and said lip service, "I have other things to do." 

 

Clarissa thought that he meant he had something else to discuss with the teacher. Having stared at the 

door of Miss Olson's office for the last time, she ultimately had to give up though. 

 

"Please take this. I specially bought this beverage for you." As Clarissa spoke, she took out a bottle of 

soda from her backpack and handed it to Trevor. 

 

Trevor thought for a while and finally took the soda. Then Clarissa left reluctantly. 

 

Hank Tucker, a hardcore Clarissa fan, saw the whole scene. 

 

He couldn't help but be jealous seeing how the woman he loved so badly and whom he had tried so 

hard to woo, was intimate with Trevor. 

 

He had heard that Trevor was good at fighting and could defeat any hooligan. However, since Hank was 

accompanied by a boxing trainer today, he was quite confident. 

 

Hank looked at his coach next to him. The man was quite burly, with a black scorpion tattoo on his arm. 

 

The coach was a famous boxer known as the 'Black Scorpion' in their region. 

 

With the 'Black Scorpion' by his side, Hanz was not afraid of Trevor. 

 

Once Trevor was away from the office, Hank and his coach followed him. 



 

They followed him to the shady corner behind the teaching building. Few people came here often. It was 

then that Hank jumped out. 

 

"Hey, your name is Trevor, right? How dare you approach Clarissa! Don't you know she's out of your 

league? 

 

I'm going to teach you a good lesson today. A guy like you who overestimates himself needs to know 

where he belongs. Once I'm done with you, you'll stay away from her in the future!" 

 

After saying that, Hank strode towards Trevor and shouted coldly, "Coach! Help me teach him a lesson! 

Beat him to a pulp!" 

 

Trevor raised his eyebrows as he watched the burly man come towards him. He then lowered his head 

to read the comments from his fans on his cellphone. 

 

At this moment, he couldn't help laughing. 

 

He was thinking about the content of the next live stream just now, but he didn't expect it to happen to 

him so soon. 

Chapter 558 Black Scorpion 

"What? Do you want to be beaten up, kid?" 

 

The burly man, known as Black Scorpion, tried to grab Trevor by the collar when he saw he remained 

standing. 

 

Trevor leaned to the side and avoided his hand. 

 

After giving it enough thought, he looked sharply at Black Scorpion and made a suggestion. 

 

"Wait. It's a bit underwhelming to fight here, don't you think? Let's find another place." 

 

He didn't really give a damn about where they'd fight. He just wanted it to be in a place where he could 

properly hide his phone while it recorded the whole thing. 

 

Hank sneered. 

 

"You want to be beaten up in another place? I just have one in mind. The private gym I booked!" 

 

When they arrived at the private gym, Trevor secretly placed his phone where it could capture the 

whole scene, opened its front camera, and pressed record. 

 

"Hey, come here!" 
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Black Scorpion stood arrogantly in the middle of the field. 

 

He didn't believe a young man like Trevor could withstand any of his punches. 

 

After setting his phone down, Trevor walked to the middle of the field and stopped in front of Black 

Scorpion. Clenching his fist tight, he positioned himself to fight. 

 

Black Scorpion was a strong and well-known underground boxer. Compared to him, Trevor was 

admittedly lacking. But it didn't stop the two from charging toward each other. 

 

In the next second, loud and powerful punches and kicks filled the private gym. 

 

Under Bradly's guidance, Trevor had been recently working out and taking on fighting classes to be more 

fit and skilled. He could fight a seasoned boxer like Black Scorpion, but it wasn't easy to knock him down. 

 

On the other hand, Black Scorpion was surprised to witness Trevor's strength and agility. The expression 

on his face became serious. It turned out that Trevor wasn't as weak as he initially thought. He was 

skilled, strong, and even a better fighter than any of his opponents in underground boxing matches. 

 

The thought distracted him. His moves became less strong and fast. 

 

Trevor took the chance and knocked Black Scorpion to the ground in one move. 

 

He was about to punch him but stopped midway, hovering his fist just a few centimeters away from his 

stunned face. "Still not convinced?" 

 

Black Scorpion had no choice but to concede. "Okay, you win. You're really strong," he said, almost out 

of breath. 

 

Trevor sneered and withdrew his hand. 

 

However, Black Scorpion's eyes flashed with menace. 

 

There was no such thing as word of honor in underground boxing. The only principle they adhered to 

was to fight until their last breath, whichever way they could! 

 

He stood up and was about to pounce on Trevor when a badge fell from the latter's pocket. 

 

Before he could clearly see what it was, he heard Hank exclaim behind him, "The badge of the 

Sanderson family!" 

 

With a terrified look on his face, Hank looked at Trevor. "Are you a Sanderson?" 

 



His legs trembled. The badge was the symbol of the Sanderson family. He had seen the same one on 

Terrance, the most famous person in the university. 

 

Trevor pursed his lips and picked up the badge. 

 

"I'm sorry, Mr. Sanderson!" Hank immediately cried out. "I didn't know who you are. It's all my fault. I 

shouldn't have provoked you! I was wrong. Please forgive me!" 

 

If he had known Trevor was a Sanderson, he wouldn't have been such a bully! 

 

When he saw Hank apologizing, Black Scorpion dropped his plan to charge Trevor behind his back. He 

immediately stood aside in a futile attempt to hide. 

 

He might be a good and strong boxer, but his ability amounted to nothing in front of the wealthy and 

powerful. 

 

Trevor just said coldly, "Drop it and don't tell anyone about this." 

 

It was a command from Mr. Sanderson. 

 

Hank nodded and bowed to him. "Thank you, Mr. Sanderson! I promise to keep this a secret! Even if I'm 

threatened, I won't tell a single soul about who you are!" 

 

Trevor nodded, picked up his phone and left the gym. 

 

When he came home, he edited the video and uploaded it to his streaming account. 

 

Shortly after, his followers received the notification and watched the video. 

 

Although Black Scorpion's face was blurred in the video, the symbolic tattoo on his arm trotted him out. 

 

"That's Black Scorpion! I've seen him before and that's his tattoo! He's a famous boxer in underground 

boxing!" A netizen wrote on the comment section. 

 

With this single comment, the video garnered a lot of attention. 

 

Many shared it on their social media accounts, and it became a trending topic online. 

 

Trevor's fans and followers even increased in number as a result of this! 

Chapter 559 Celebratory Dinner 

In less than no time, Trevor's account trended online and gained a large number of followers because of 

the video. 
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Trevor looked at the frenzy on his phone and thought about the recent project in the publicity 

department. 

 

They were in need of an Internet celebrity with a large following to help them with promotions, but 

wasn't his account just the perfect one for it? 

 

He could take advantage of the popularity of the video, and with the account's good number of 

followers, the company could use it for promotional purposes. It would save them the hassle and extra 

expenses to hire an Internet celebrity! 

 

The more Trevor thought about it, the more plausible it seemed to him. 

 

The following day, he presented the idea to everyone in the office. 

 

The department was very convinced by it and applauded Trevor's initiative. The other employees even 

supported him for coming up with such a bold but amazing idea. 

 

It didn't take long for the streaming account to be used for the company's promotional purposes. 

 

With the help of its large following, the promotion was inevitably a success. 

 

A colleague from the marketing department came in with a huge smile on her face and announced, "We 

did it! The promotion was successful! Plus, according to the data we've collected, this has been an 

unprecedented success!" 

 

Everyone in the publicity department rose in excitement and applauded Trevor, their faces lighting up in 

admiration. 

 

They were surprised and amazed that a young director could pull off this outstanding success with just 

his own streaming account. Thanks to him, the whole department was praised for a job well done. 

 

At lunch break, Tasha's secretary came to inform everyone that Tasha would treat everyone to dinner to 

celebrate this success. It would be in a five-star restaurant. Everyone cheered! 

 

When it was time to get off work, Tasha came and wanted them to go to the restaurant together, since 

it wasn't that far from the company. 

 

Soon enough, they arrived at the place and headed to the private room Tasha booked. 

 

"You guys wait here for a moment," Tasha said and looked at Trevor with a smile, "Come with me. Let's 

order the food together." 

 

Trevor nodded and returned her smile as he rose to his feet and followed her out. 

 



As they were walking down the hall, a group of people with arrogant gazes came up to them. 

 

Out of the corner of his eye, Trevor could see Tasha grimacing at the sight of them. 

 

From her reaction, he could tell those people were dubious. 

 

Unsurprisingly, a stout middle-aged man from the group flashed a taunting smile as he stopped before 

Tasha and Trevor. 

 

"Ah, Miss Byrd! What a pleasure to see you here! I heard you didn't get cheated at the private auction 

this time. That's pretty impressive. I see you've made a progress." 

 

Obviously, he was trying to patronize the fact that there was a traitor in the company, and they didn't 

know about it until the incident in the auction. 

 

The two other middle-aged men behind the stout man chuckled sarcastically. 

 

Tasha's face turned cold. "Well, Rudolf, you've made progress yourself too." She sneered. "I see you now 

have the audacity to mock me after we spared you the last time you plotted against my family. You're 

really not afraid of what our family can do, are you?" 

 

The stout man called Rudolf burst into derisive laughter and patted his bulging belly. "Why should I? You 

should know I just signed a partnership with the Sanderson family. 

 

Once it rolls out, I won't take one more look at your family even if you beg to be in partnership with 

me!" 

 

"The Sanderson family?" Trevor's forehead creased, his expression unreadable upon hearing his family's 

name from the man. 

 

Rudolf looked Trevor up and down and sneered at Tasha. "Is he your new toyboy?" 

 

Trevor couldn't stand the man's arrogance and snorted coldly. 

 

"As a member of the Sanderson family, I don't see why we even considered being in partnership with 

such an uneducated person like you." 

 

Rudolf just laughed and rolled his eyes at him. "What nonsense are you blabbing about, kid? Who do 

you think you are to say such a thing? You are a member of their family, you say? Are you out of your 

mind, or are you just not afraid to be laughed at?" 

 

"Yeah. You should see yourself, kid. How dare you claim to be one of them?" 

 

The two other men taunted as they looked at Trevor from head to toe. None of them believed him at all. 



Chapter 560 The Cooperation Is Terminated 

When Trevor saw that the three businessmen got more and more arrogant, he sneered and took out the 

badge of the Sanderson family from his pocket. 

 

The badge was enough to prove his identity as a member of the Sanderson family. 

 

As soon as Rudolf saw the badge, he stopped laughing and froze on the spot. 

 

His smile disappeared, and it was replaced by panic. Then his fat body even began to tremble. 

 

It was only then that he realized that Trevor, who was standing in front of him, was actually a member 

of the Sanderson family. 

 

"Sorry... I'm so sorry. Mr. Sanderson, please forgive me. I didn't recognize you. I didn't realize soon that 

you are a Sanderson. I hope this misunderstanding will not affect our business cooperation." 

 

Rudolf was so frightened that he hurriedly bowed and apologized. He held Trevor's hand sincerely, with 

a look of ingratiation and regrets all over his face. 

 

But Trevor only sneered and pulled back his hand. 

 

"The three of you are scums who bully the weak and fear the strong. You are not qualified to cooperate 

with the Sanderson family at all." 

 

The three businessmen pretended to be sincere in their apologies. But after hearing Trevor's words, 

their faces became much uglier. 

 

If they couldn't cooperate with the Sanderson family, they would stop making money. How could they 

let it happen? 

 

They immediately became anxious and went against Trevor. 

 

"Humph! I only respect you because of the Sanderson family. I didn't expect you to be so ungrateful," 

Rudolf said fiercely. 

 

Another middle-aged businessman, standing behind them, put his hands on his hips and said arrogantly, 

"Do you know who we negotiated about the cooperation? It's Terrance, the most outstanding man in 

the younger generation of the Sanderson family." 

 

The other businessman also mocked, "You are just a nobody in the Sanderson family. You have no say 

about our cooperation with Terrance." 

 

Seeing that they had completely turned against him, Trevor put away his family badge and crossed his 

arms over his chest. 
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He stood still and sneered, "Oh, Terrance Sanderson? Then let him come out and confront me face to 

face. I want to see how close your cooperation is." 

 

At this moment, Terrance, who was about to go to the restroom, appeared from the corner. As soon as 

he raised his head and saw what was happening in the hall, his face darkened. 

 

And when he saw Trevor, he couldn't help but think about the Akhal-Teke horse he had lost to Trevor. 

 

"Trevor..." Although he was reluctant, he pretended to smile and took the initiative to greet Trevor. "I 

didn't expect to see you again." 

 

Trevor nodded. "You come just in time. The partners you've chosen are really lousy. 

 

They take the initiative to provoke others and stir up trouble. They have a bad attitude. 

 

Cooperating with this kind of people will only bring enemies to the Sanderson family. So I decided that 

the Sanderson family would not cooperate with them." 

 

After saying that, Trevor looked at Terrance, who was standing beside him expressionlessly. Then he 

asked, "Do you have any problem with it?" 

 

Terrance clenched his fists, suppressing his anger. But his face looked gloomy. 

 

The three businessmen surrounded him as if he was their savior. 

 

Then Rudolf said, "Terrance, you are the best young man in the Sanderson family. You don't have to care 

about a nobody like Trevor." 

 

The other two businessmen smiled, agreeing with him. "He is right, Terrance. We should not only 

continue our cooperation but also further expand its scope. There is no need to bother yourself with a 

humble nobody." 

 

The more Terrance listened to the three businessmen, the gloomier his face became. 

 

Although they praised him as the most outstanding man in the younger generation of the Sanderson 

family, he was still not as powerful as Trevor. 

 

He wouldn't dare to disobey Trevor's order. 

 

"You all shut up! I am terminating our cooperation now," 

 

Terrance roared angrily, venting his anger. 

 



Rudolf's face turned pale, and he suddenly felt dizzy. He wondered if he only heard it wrong. 

 

The three of them had offended the local company of the Byrd family before, and they thought they 

could climb up again by having a good relationship with the Sanderson family. 

 

Who would have expected that their cooperation with the Sanderson family would be terminated 

because they offended Trevor today? 

 

As a result, their companies would probably never find a partner to cooperate with, and they were 

completely doomed. 

 

With a pale face, Rudolf shouted, "No! You can't do this to us, Terrance. Please think about it again. My 

company cannot lose this cooperation." 

 

 


